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Would you like
advertise
S I Zto
E B
L A C K & Win
HITE
COLOUR
this newsletter?

6 Cor
M Colour
X 6CM $15.00
Black & White

ORREGULAR EVENTS
GOVERNMENT ACCESS POINT

12CM X 6CM $17.00
6cm x 6cm - $15.00
for Centrelink, Medicare &
QUARTER PAGE $20.00
Child Support Services
12cm x 6cm - $17.00
HALF PAGE $40.00
1/4 Page - $20.00
FULL PAGE $60.00
TAI CHI
1/2 Page - $40.00
“FOR SALE” ADS
Tuesdays 9.30am
Full Page - $60.00
(2 LINES) FREE

"For Sale" ads (2 lines) - FREE

Ring 9729 1669 or email admin@harveycrc.com.au
for more information

August advertising notices and
articles due by Monday,
19th July 2021

Centre Trading Hours
Monday to Friday
8.30am to 2.30pm

(With exception to Public Holidays)
Ring us on 9729 1669 or email
admin@harveycrc.com.au between:
8.30am and 2.30pm Monday to Friday
For after hours emergencies such as
financial/personal assistance, please ring
0491 194 853 OR 9729 1917

READY FOR WORK PROGRAM
9.00am to 12.30pm
Quarterly Rotations
NOONGAR WAANGKINY
(LANGUAGE) & CULTURE
PROGRAM
Mondays 5.30 to 7.30pm
Alternate Thursdays 5.30 to
7.30pm

COMPUTER TRAINING for
beginners aged 30 to 50
years - individual or group
lessons available
TECHNOLOGY ASSISTANCE
provided (by appointment
preferred)
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Perth and Peel Lockdown
Based on health advice, a lockdown has been introduced for the Perth metropolitan area and
Peel region starting 12.01am Tuesday, 29 June 2021 until 12.01am on Saturday, 3 July 2021.
You must stay home if you have symptoms, unless you:
leave to get tested; or
require urgent medical treatment
Masks
Masks are mandatory:
indoors
outdoor public areas (except for vigorous exercise)
and on public transport.
Mask-wearing mandatory except for primary school students and those who are exempt.
Anyone who has travelled outside of Perth and Peel regions since Sunday, 27 June must
continue to wear face masks in public, as per the existing directions.
Interstate Travel
WA's intrastate border is in place for affected regions.
Only essential travel is permitted, including:
Obtaining or providing essential goods or services that cannot be accessed in your region
Working if you are an essential worker
For specific care, medical reasons and compassionate reasons
Leaving for an emergency purpose.
Travel restrictions to remote Aboriginal communities are still in place in WA.

Foodbank now delivering to Harvey CRC!
Harvey CRC has partnered with Food Bank to have essential grocery items
delivered to our community members who may need a little helping hand. For
those wishing to access this service, please contact our friendly staff to sign up
as a Foodbank client.
We will take individual orders and payment by EFTPOS, submit a bulk order to
Foodbank who will deliver to the centre on the allocated monthly date.
To find out more call 9729 1669 or come and pay a visit!
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Friend in Need supports Kwinana, Peel and Upper
South West communities
The ability for people in the Kwinana, Peel
and Upper South West regions to look out
for each other is set to be bolstered by the
latest partnership between Anglicare WA
and resources company Alcoa.
Through funding from Alcoa's global charity,
the Alcoa Foundation, Anglicare WA will
work with the local communities in these
areas for six months from July to deliver its
Friend in Need Project.
This project is an education program which
aims to build community capacity to respond
to a crisis by developing the skills,
knowledge and confidence of community
members to support others going through
issues such as mental health, relationship or
financial difficulty.
The Friend in Need project continues the
partnership between Alcoa and Anglicare
WA, which began last year with a $180,000
investment by Alcoa Foundation to deliver
COVID recovery support services across the
local government areas of Kwinana, Murray
and Waroona, as well as parts of the shire of
Serpentine-Jarrahdale and Harvey.
Anglicare WA CEO Mark Glasson said while
the first phase of the partnership provided a
crisis response, phase two would help
future-proof these communities.

"The Anglicare WA board has funded the design
and delivery of our Friend in Need initiative as a
response to the continuing impact of COVID19", said Mr Glasson.
"Through the continued support of Alcoa
Foundation, we are delighted to extend the
reach of Friend in Need to the communities
where Alcoa works and increase the ability of
local leaders to support their community
members in changing circumstances."
Alcoa Australia President Michael Gollschewski
said the company was proud to be able to
continue to work with Anglicare and local
communities to support those in need now and
into the future.
"The past year has shown we can never fully
anticipate what is around the corner and this
second phase of our partnership - worth more
than $32,000 - will provide community members
with the skills needed to support those impacted
by future challenges," said Mr Gollschewski.
People wanting to find out more or register for
Friend in Need training should contact their local
Community Resource Centre or Anglicare WA
directly via friendinneed@anglicarewa.org.au.
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Kleenheat Community Grant!
"We're pleases to confirm our support of the
Harvey Community Resource Centre Inc.
through a $1000 Kleenheat Community Grant in
our Cultural Diversity category - helping you to
continue making a positive impact in the local
community.
Kleenheat has already supported a range of
worthy organisations doing great things across
regional WA and the NT, and we're excited to see
how your grant will be put to use in your local
community.
Congratulations on your Kleenheat Community
Grant - we know it's amazing what a little grant
can do!
- Dean Bentley
LPG Sales Manager

WOW!
What's on Wednesday's!
WOW! It's nearly school holidays! Harvey Public Library will be
having a magician visit them over the school holidays and the kids
and I have been practicing our magic tricks!
We have become very handy with a deck of cards and love seeing
the reaction on our peers faces when we master a magic trick.
Be sure to check out what activities the Harvey Library have in
store these school holidays!

Kids wearing hats from the
Whose Hat? Competition, the
winner Indi (age 7)
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Movement is the best medicine
Finding the time for physical activity is essential to
keep healthy and improve your quality of life, but we
all know it's hard to get motivation in the winter time.
While being physically active plays a role in
maintaining a healthy weight, the benefits extend well
beyond this. Moving more can help you get fitter, do
everyday tasks with ease, improve your mood, have
more energy, sleep better, and reduce your risk of
heart disease, type 2 diabetes, cancer and other
chronic diseases. It's not about being thin - it's about
being happy and able to live life to the fullest!
Whether you're at home, at work, getting from A to B
or enjoying family time, there are plenty of ways to
move your body more in winter. Have a lounge room
dance party, hula hoop in front of your favourite TV
show, take the stairs at work, deliver messages in
person to colleagues rather than sending an email, put
some music on while you vacuum, or walk to the
furthest ticket machine to get a few more steps into
your day.

Cancer Council WA recommends that you move
more than you're already moving; be active on most,
preferably all, days every week. Move harder; do
150 to 300 min of moderate-intensity activity, 75 to
150 min vigorous-intensity activity, or an equivalent
combination of both. Move stronger; do musclestrengthening activities on at least 2 days each week.
Move often; minimise sitting time and break up long
periods of sitting as often as possible.
Have you ever wondered if you are active enough?
LiveLighter has an online Physical Activity Calculator
to help you find out if you are doing enough. When it
comes to physical activity some is better than none,
and more is better than less!
Head to
www.livelighter.com.au to check out the range or
resources they have created, including home
exercise guides and workouts - perfect for these cold
winter months!
Shenae Hawkins
South West Regional Educational Officer
Cancer Council WA
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Harvey Pharmacy
Pharmacy Assistant - Full Time
Harvey Pharmacy are seeking a Full Time Retail Pharmacy Assistant with a
comprehensive understanding of all aspects of retail pharmacy. Your role
will be to assist the Pharmacist on duty in sales and dispensary.
To be considered for this position, you will ideally have the following
attributes:
Lead by example with customer service
Previous pharmacy experience
Ability to work weekends when needed
Excellent verbal and written communication skills
Ability to multitask in a high paced working environment

S2 & S3 trained applicants and/or holders of Certificate I-III in Community
Pharmacy are highly regarded.
If you believe that you meet the criteria above, please submit your resume
and cover letter to the Harvey Pharmacy.
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Warrior Wellbeing Article

Suicide - You cannot address a problem without talking about it!
It does not matter what the issues are in our life, we must have a conversation and talking to someone
about the situations we find ourselves in with relieve pressure and help us to normalise our own response
to these issues. The challenge for all of us is to recognise where we are at, and the work through it. As a
society we have perhaps become too politically correct about what we talk about and how we talk about
it! Conversations around suicide are a classic example of this!
When we consider that 75% of suicides in Australia are men, it is important to develop an understanding
of life problems in our own lives and in the lives of others around us. Suicide does not have a set of risk
factors that you can refer to and suicidal ideation is not necessarily mental illness. Suicide prevention is
everyone's business.
There is a lot to talk about when we are discussing suicide, and it is essential that we all learn more, but
three key points summarising what we know about suicide are:
1. A distressed (suicidal) person does not want to die. They want to stop the pain;
2. It is safe to talk about thoughts of suicide with at risk people;
3. Suicide is not usually a complex decision, the reasons (layers) however behind the suicidal thoughts
are complex, and usually need professional help.
We also know that a lot of completed suicides are a result of people being under extreme distress (what
we call situational distress) and not from a mental illness. We do not have to have a diagnosed mental
illness to complete suicide.
People quite often ask, when should I be concerned? Be observant about any changes in a person's
situation, anything that is out of the ordinary for that person. Some experts spend there time talking
about indicators of risk, and higher risk groups (men for example). However, we all should be deemed at
risk if we have shit going on in our life. Suicide can happen to anyone, anywhere, anytime. Knowing
individual human capacity is the unknown factor!
We should never underestimate the power of ordinary people to make a difference and the important
role we can have supporting someone through a difficult patch in their life. This can be in three areas of
ourlife where we often connect with people - our family, workplace and/ or community group.
We must always remember a conversation can change someone's life. Sometimes this is confused with, a
conversation can save someone's life (only that person can save their own life).
We do not know if someone is suicidal unless we ask. If we have that gut feel about the person, we must
ask. It's not easy, we do not need formal training and our 'language' is up to us. We do however need
awareness, empathy and the ability to listen. If the answer is 'yes' put in place and immediate plan for
both support and follow up ensuring the safety of all. We need to be prepared to act. There is plenty of
help out there (refer to useful contacts below), the local mental health team, local doctor, and other
support services in your area. Be prepared by becoming informed. Remember ...before it all gets too
much... Talk to a Mate!!
When we talk about suicide, it always presents material that some people may find distressing. If you
know of someone feeling depressed or suicidal please contact one of the following services:
Lifeline - 13 11 14
Suicide Call Back Service - 1300 659 467
Mensline Australia - 1300 789 978
In an emergency always call - 000

Owen and the Team
The Regional Men's Health Initiative
Delivered by Wheatbelt Men's Health (Inc.)
PO Box 768, Northam WA 6401
Phone : 08 9690 2277
Email menshealth@4blokes.com.au
www.regionalmeanshealth.com.au
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Meet Our Team

Jo, Holly, Tracey-Ann and Leesa.

Would you like to subscribe to this
newsletter?
You can do that by going to the website,
www.harveycrc.com.au and completing the details
on the home page
OR
Just ring us on 9729 1669 and one of our friendly
staff would be happy to subscribe for you.

Policy & Disclaimer
POLICY
Articles are included in this newsletter at the editor’s discretion
and may be edited for clarity and space.
Published articles become public domain and may be reproduced
at any time.
DISCLAIMER
The editorial team accepts no liability for any of the information,
errors or omissions in this newsletter. All views expressed are
those of the contributor.
Thank you for supporting your local CRC!

We are proud to have received the support
of the following organisations over the last
twelve months

